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Well-designed solutions to common problems.



Design Patterns
A design pattern is a generalizable software solution to a common problem. Design patterns gained 
popularity with Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software [Gamma et al 1994].
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Why use design patterns? 

• They represent a pattern that is (was) known to work well 
for a particular problem and context. 

• They often result in a more extensible, flexible solution. 

Criticisms: 

• They are not comprehensive, and do not reflect all styles 
of software or all problems encountered. 

• They are old-fashioned and do not reflect best practices. 

• They trade increased complexity for flexibility.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_Patterns


Types of Patterns
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The original set of patterns were subdivided based on the types of problems they addressed. 

• Creational Patterns : dynamic creation of objects. 

• Structural Patterns : organizing classes to form new structures. 

• Behavioural Patterns : identifying communication patterns between objects. 

The expectation is that you might encounter a small number of these in any given application.  

Some problems are commonly encountered (e.g. decoupling using Observer) and others are 
rarely used (e.g. Abstract Factory). Don’t expect to use more than a small number for any 
particular application.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creational_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral_pattern


Creational Patterns
Creational Patterns control the dynamic creation of objects.
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Abstract Factory Provide an interface for creating families of related or dependent objects without specifying their concrete 
classes.

Builder Separate the construction of a complex object from its representation, allowing the same construction 
process to create various representations.

Factory Method
Define an interface for creating an object, but let subclasses decide which class to instantiate. Factory 
Method lets a class defer instantiation to subclasses.

Excerpt From
Prototype Specify the kinds of objects to create using a prototypical instance, and create new objects from the 

‘skeleton’ of an existing object, thus boosting performance and keeping memory footprints to a minimum.

Singleton Ensure a class has only one instance, and provide a global point of access to it.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creational_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_factory_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Builder_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factory_method_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prototype_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singleton_pattern


Design Patterns
Builder Pattern Problem

Problem: how do you build complex objects 
with multiple (optional) initialization steps? 

Builder lets you construct complex objects step 
by step. The pattern allows you to produce differ-
ent types and representations of an object using 
the same construction code. 

A builder class generates the initial object, and 
subsequent methods can be called in order to 
customize it. 

• After calling the constructor, call methods to 
invoke the steps in the correct order.  

• You only call the steps that you require, which 
are relevant to what you are building.
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Design Patterns
Builder Pattern Pattern Example

Even if you never utilize the Builder pattern directly, it's used in a lot of complex Java libraries. 
e.g. Alert dialogs.
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val dialog = AlertDialog.Builder(this)

  .setTitle(“File Save Error”)

.setText(“Error encountered while saving. Should we continue?”)


  .setIcon(ERROR_ICON)

.setType(YES_NO_BUTTONS)


  .show()

Unlike Java, Kotlin supports default arguments, which allows you to achieve something similar 
without using this pattern. i.e. this is a common Java pattern, but is less common when writing 
Kotlin code.



Design Patterns
Factory Method Problem

Problem: You don’t know which particular subclass to create.  

The Factory Method defines a way to decide which subclasses to instantiate, by defining method 
whose role is to examine conditions and make that decision for the caller. i.e. instantiation is 
deferred to a Factory Method. 

How to use it? 
1. Create a class hierarchy for the classes that you need to instantiate, including a base class (or 

interface) and all subclasses. 
2. Create a Factory class that instantiates and returns the correct subclass.
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Design Patterns
Factory Method Pattern Example

sealed class Piece(val position: String)                          "// base class

class Pawn(position: String) : Piece(position)                    "// derived classes

class Queen(position: String) : Piece(position)


fun generatePieces(notation: List<String>): List<Piece> {         "// factory method

    return notation.map { piece !->

        val pieceType = piece.get(0)

        val position = piece.drop(1)

        when(pieceType) {

            'p' "-> Pawn(position)

            'q' "-> Queen(position)

            else "-> error("Unknown piece")

        }

    }

}


val notation = listOf("pa3", “qc5")                               "// method returns list of pieces

val list = generatePieces(notation)
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DEMO



Design Patterns
Singleton Problem

Problem: You want to control access to a shared or restricted resource. 

A singleton is a creational design pattern that lets you ensure that a class has only one instance, 
while providing a global access point to this instance. 

Why is this pattern useful?  

1. Ensures that a class has just a single instance. The most common reason for this is to control 
access to some shared resource—for example, a database or a file. 

2. Provides a global access point to that instance. Just like a global variable, the Singleton pat-
tern lets you access some object from anywhere in the program. However, it also protects 
that instance from being overwritten by other code. 
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Design Patterns
Singleton Pattern Example

All implementations of the Singleton have 
these two steps in common: 

1. Make the default constructor private, to 
prevent other objects from creating an 
instance directly. 

2. Create a static method that acts as a 
constructor. This method ensures that the 
object is only instantiated once. 

3. As needed, use the static method to 
reference the object. 
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public class Singleton {


private Singleton() {

}


private static instance: Singleton = null

 


public static getInstance(): Singleton {

if (instance "== null) {


instance = Singleton()

}

return instance


}

}


"// get a reference to it

var s = Singleton.getInstance()

                

Kotlin doesn’t have a  
static keyword!



Design Patterns
Singleton Pattern Example

In Kotlin, implementation is much easier. 

The ‘object’ keyword in Kotlin defines a static  
instance of a class. Effectively, an object is a 
singleton and we can just call its methods 
statically. 

Like any other class, you can add properties 
and methods if you wish. 

You do not need initialize it — it’s lazy 
initialized as needed.
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object Singleton {   
    init {
        println("Singleton class invoked.")
    }
    fun print(){
        println("Print method called")
    }
}

fun main(args: Array<String>) {     
    Singleton.print()
    // echos "Print method called" to the screen
}

DEMO



Structural Patterns
Structural Patterns are about organizing classes to form new structures.
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Adapter Convert the interface of a class into another interface clients expect. An adapter lets classes work 
together that could not otherwise because of incompatible interfaces.

Bridge Decouple an abstraction from its implementation allowing the two to vary independently.

Composite Compose objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hierarchies. Composite lets clients treat 
individual objects and compositions of objects uniformly.

Decorator Attach additional responsibilities to an object while dynamically keeping the same interface.

Facade A facade is an object that serves as a front-facing interface masking more complex underlying or 
structural code. 

Flyweight An object that minimizes memory usage by sharing some of its data with other similar objects. 

Proxy Provide a surrogate or placeholder for another object to control access to it.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adapter_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridge_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Composite_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decorator_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facade_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object_(computer_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_memory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxy_pattern


Design Patterns
Decorator

Problem: You want to describe combinations of 
parameters or classes, without the complexity of 
having a subclass for each combination. 

A decorator allows you to chain together the 
classes that you want to process a request. 

e.g. You are building a message notifier, which 
allows your application to send out messages. 

It’s easy to see how to create a specialized notifier, 
but what if you want to have a message that is sent 
to multiple notifiers at the same time?
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— Alexander Shvets. 2019. Dive Into Design Patterns. 



Design Patterns
Decorator Problem

Imagine that we want to create a service that receives an HTTP request, and returns some response. 

We optionally want to log our requests, and also store them in a cache (hash table). Notice that in this 
implementation we always have to provide a cache and logger, even if we don’t intent to use them! 
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fun main() {

    val logger = Logger()

    val cache = Cache()

    val request = Request("http:"//example.com")

    val response = processRequest(request, logger, cache)

    println("Results: ${response}")

}


fun processRequest(request: Request, logger: Logger, cache: Cache): Response {

    logger.log(request.toString())

    val cached = cache.get(request) "?: run {

        val response = Response("You called ${request.endpoint}")

        cache.put(request, response)

        response

    }

    return cached

}




Design Patterns
Decorator Pattern Example
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fun main() {

    val request = Request("http:"//example.com")


    !// we can combine these in any order!

    !// val processor: Processor = RequestProcessor()

    !// val processor: Processor = CacheProcessor(Cache, RequestProcessor())


val processor: Processor = LoggingProcessor(Logger, RequestProcessor()))

   println("Results: ${processor.process(request)}")

}


interface Processor {

    fun process(request: Request): Response

}


class LoggingProcessor(val logger: Logger, val processor: Processor) : Processor {

    override fun process(request: Request): Response {

        logger.log(request.toString())                      "// do appropriate work for the LoggingProcessor

        return processor.process(request)                   "// pass to the next Processor

    }

}


class RequestProcessor(): Processor {

    override fun process(request: Request): Response {

        return Response("You called ${request.endpoint}”)   "// do appropriate work for the RequestProcessor 

    }

}


DEMO



Behavioural Patterns
Behavioural Patterns are about identifying common communication patterns between objects.
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Command Encapsulate a request as an object, thereby allowing for the parameterization of clients with different requests, and the 
queuing or logging of requests. It also allows for the support of undoable operations.

Iterator Provide a way to access the elements of an aggregate object sequentially without exposing its underlying 
representation.

Memento Without violating encapsulation, capture and externalize an object’s internal state allowing the object to be restored to 
this state later.

Observer Define a one-to-many dependency between objects where a state change in one object results in all its dependents 
being notified and updated automatically.

State State allows an object to change it’s behaviour when state changes.

Strategy Define a family of algorithms, encapsulate each one, and make them interchangeable. Strategy lets the algorithm vary 
independently from clients that use it.

Visitor Represent an operation to be performed on the elements of an object structure. Visitor lets a new operation be defined 
without changing the classes of the elements on which it operates.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iterator_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aggregate_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memento_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observer_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategy_pattern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visitor_pattern


Design Pattern
Command Problem

Problem: Imagine that you are writing a user interface, and you want to support a common action like 
Save. You might invoke Save from the menu, or a toolbar, or a button. Where do you put the code, 
without duplicating it? 

The command pattern is a behavioural design pattern that turns a request into a stand-alone object 
that contains all information about the request (a command could also be thought of as an action to 
perform).
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Design Pattern
Command Pattern Example
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"// Entry point

fun main(args: Array<String>) {

    val command = CommandFactory.createFromArgs(args)

    command.execute()

}


!// Factory Method

!// pass it a list of arguments and it returns a valid command

!// assumes a single command with arguments is being passed in

!// unknown commands display a help banner

object CommandFactory {

    fun createFromArgs(args: Array<String>): Command =

        if (args.isEmpty()) {

            HelpCommand(args)

        } else {

            when (args[0]) {

                "add" "-> AddCommand(args)

                "del" "-> DelCommand(args)

                "show" "-> ShowCommand(args)

                else "-> HelpCommand(args)

            }

        }

}


!// Command Pattern

!// represents all valid commands that can be issued by the user

!// any functionality for a command should be contained in that class

interface Command {

    fun execute()

}


class AddCommand(val args: Array<String>) : Command {

    override fun execute() {

        assert(args.size "== 2)

        println("Add: ${args[1]}")

    }

}


class DelCommand(val args: Array<String>) : Command {

    override fun execute() {

        assert(args.size "== 2)

        println("Delete: ${args[1]}")

    }

}


DEMO



Design Pattern
Observer Problem

Observer is a behavioural design pattern that 
lets you define a subscription mechanism to 
notify multiple objects about any events that 
happen to the object they’re observing. This is 
also called publish-subscribe. 

The object that has some interesting state is 
often called subject (or publisher). Objects that 
want to track changes to the publisher’s state 
are called observers (subscribers) of the state 
of the publisher. 

Subscribers register their interest in the subject, 
who adds them to an internal subscriber list.
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Design Pattern
Observer Problem

When something interest happens, the 
publisher notifies the subscribers through a 
provided interface. The subscribers can then 
react to the changes.  

A modified version of Observer is the Model-
View-Controller (MVC) pattern, which puts a 
third intermediate layer between the Publisher 
and Subscriber, which manages user input. 
That layer is not required for this pattern. 
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interface IObservable { 
    val observers: ArrayList<IObserver> 

    fun add(observer: IObserver) { 
        observers.add(observer) 
    } 

    fun remove(observer: IObserver) { 
        observers.remove(observer) 
    } 

    fun sendUpdateEvent() { 
        observers.forEach { it.update() } 
    } 
} 

class Newsletter : IObservable { 
    override val observers = ArrayList<IObserver>() 
    var article = "" 
        set(value) { 
            field = value 
            sendUpdateEvent() 
        } 
} 21

interface IObserver { 
    fun update() 
} 

class Subject(target: Observable) : IObserver { 
    init { 
        target.add(this) 
    } 

    override run update() { 
        println(“Updated”) 
    } 
} 

https://www.baeldung.com/kotlin/observer-pattern

Design Pattern
Observer Pattern Example

DEMO

https://www.baeldung.com/kotlin/observer-pattern


Design Pattern
Memento Problem

Memento is a way to capture an objects state 
so that you can save or restore it at a later time. 

This is helpful for object versioning (e.g. 
tracking extensive changes over time). 

It’s commonly used when reverting the state of 
a system with undo-redo. 

How does it work? 

• Before making changes to an object’s state, 
tell it to save itself.  

• If needed later, ask it to revert to the previous 
saved version.
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Design Pattern
Memento Pattern

class Book(var title: String, var author: String, var year: Int) {

    !// mementos are not accessible to other classes

    private data class Memento(val title: String, val author: String, val year: Int)


    private object UndoManager {

        private val mementos = mutableListOf<Memento>()

        fun save(title: String, author: String, year: Int) {

            mementos.add(Memento(title = title, author = author, year = year))

        }

        fun restore() = mementos.last()

    }


    fun save() {

        UndoManager.save(title = this.title, author = this.author, year = this.year)

    }


    fun restore() {

        val memento = UndoManager.restore()

        this.title = memento.title

        this.author = memento.author

        this.year = memento.year

    }
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You want to be careful to make sure 
that any private data in your data class 
is not being exposed through the 
memento class! 

Here, we use private classes to contain 
the undo functionality within the book 
class itself.

DEMO
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